The format of modern scientific article is not limited to three hundred years tradition of "text-graphics-table" and assumes the inclusion of modern tools for displaying scientific data and analysis results, and interaction with scientific publications online, as well as compatibility with the modern systems of indexing and dissemination of scientific content. The technologies of electronic publishing developed and used by the Geophysical Center RAS aim to solve at least some of mentioned problems. We consider here the new style file SimpleT E XML which belongs to the family of packages that extend the standard L A T E X-class article.cls and supports the basic elements of the semantics of articles required for the "on-the-fly" generation of the XML meta-description compliant with the CrossRef XML schema, ver. 4.3.0. The package is developed for journals, published by the GC RAS and registered in the CrossRef system, but can easily be extended to other journals. This manual is mainly addressed to authors who use the L A T E X system to prepare their articles for publication. KEYWORDS: academic journal, electronic publications, EP technologies, information technology, record of science, including semantic, meta-description of articles; CrossRef; online interactive presentations; Geophysical Center RAS. 
The SimpleT E XML package is the latest in a series of L A T E X2 packages developed for the journals and books published by the Geophysical Center RAS. Some parts of this manual is geared more to the authors, rather than the publisher's technical staff. The author hopes that the paper will be useful for those who are familiar with the L A T E X2 publishing system and prefer to use it for typesetting their articles. [3] NB! This paper is not a substitute for or alternative to the well-known guides to L A T E X2 publishing system. It contains information about the specific features of the style of scientific articles published in journals of GC RAS, and describes a number of redefined macros of article class, as well as a number of new macros defined in the SimpleT E XML package, which simplify essentially marking up source tests. For more detailed information on the L A T E X2 publishing system and numerous extensions one should refer to the wellknown works [Goossens et al., 1993; Lamport, 1994; Mittelbach et al., 2006, etc.] . The most significant feature of the package is implemented in its possibility to generate an XML file containing the meta-description of the article compliant with the XML schema of CrossRef, ver. 4.3.0.
The Package Structure and Basic Options
The package structure [5] The current version of the package extends and modifies the L A T E X2 class article.cls and presented in the form of L A T E X2 style file simpletexml.sty. Additional style files are called directly from the package except hyperref package, which is called from a preamble of the translated article. This is done for the convenience of switching on/off some options of hyperref package, e.g. turn off the generation of PDF contents while working with Russian texts.
2 The package contains the following components: [6] Generation of meta-description of the article. To do this, there are five macros that include a set of operations to create and open the file \jobname.xml with writing to this file a number of parameters extracted from the input data stream in the process of translation of the document (article). In general, this process takes place "behind the screen", file \jobname.xml is created along with other supplementary files (\jobname.pdf, \jobname.aux, \jobname.log , etc.). [7] Hyperlinks to internal and external objects are based on a macro definitions of hyperref package. The references to internal objects are also defined "behind the screen" that allows easier typing and avoid errors. For links to the DOI indices special macros based on hyperref package are used.
[8]
Supported journal styles. The SimpleT E XML package supports styles of the following journals:
• International Journal of Geomagnetism and Aeronomy
• Russian Journal of Earth Sciences
• Geophysical Papers Online -Preprints
• Russian Journal of Earth Sciences (in Russian)
• Vestnik Otdelenia nauk o Zemle RAN (in Russian)
The basic package options
The SimpleT E XML package defines options which can be specified in the preamble.
• \pdfout{dvi|pdf} -generation of .dvi or .pdf files;
• \xml@out{xml|noxml} -generation of .xml file during the translation process;
• \warnmes{verbose|silent} -termination of translation process with sending error/warning messages on the screen, or sending them to .log file only;
• \@lang{eng|rus} -document language (English or Russian);
• \parnumber{nopar|par} -paragraphs without or with numbers;
• \hyptest{hyper|nohyp} -active or non-active hyperlinks.
[10]
The first values are default ones. To customize different values, they should be included into the list of package options. For example, this manual was translated with the options silent, pdf, rus, par, i.e. \usepackage [silent, pdf,rus,par] {simpletexml}. The number and order of customizable options are arbitrary.
The Structure of the Article [11] The article prepared for translation must have the following structure: [13] The parameter <journal_code> is the key parameter, which is used to select predefined values for the journal, i.e. fonts for various elements of the article, the style of the title page, the set of corresponding metadata, ISSN, DOI prefix, etc.
[14]
The following journal codes are predefined: GI International Journal of Geomagnetism and Aeronomy ES Russian Journal of Earth Sciences (RJES) RE Russian Journal of Earth Sciences (in Russian) NZ Vestnik Otdelenia nauk o Zemle RAN (in Russian) PO Geophysical Papers Online -Preprints MS Manuscript (unformatted version of the article).
[15]
The parameter <DOI_suffix> is a string of 12 characters. The suffix may be arbitrary. Usually it is composed according to the rules set by the publisher. For GC RAS journals the first four characters -the year of acceptance of an article for publication, the fifth and sixth characters -journal code (capital letters), the last six characters -the registration number of an article. For example, DOI suffix of the original version of this article, published in Rusian in January 2011 is 2011NZ000101.
[16]
The running head is composed of two parameters \lefthead and \righthead, defined in the preamble. Parameters \received, \revised, \accepted and \published are used to generate the imprint data.
[17]
The \keywords parameter includes words or phrases on the choice of the author which reflect in the best way the theme of the article. The \indexterms parameter includes a set of keywords from a predefined list, for example, AGU keywords, GCMD keywords, etc.
[18]
The parameter \authoraddr contains the address(es) of authors in the following format: A. First, B. Second, First Organization, City, State/Region, Country (email address). If authors present more than one organization it is necessary to add additional instructions \authoraddr, whose number must match the number of organizations. [19] Some additional parameters, such as \subident, \xmldepositor, \xmlregistrant are also included in the preamble (details are given in the SimpleT E XML package).
Title page [20] The main elements of the cover page are inserted after the command \begin{document}. Among them \title{ <article_title>}, set of commands describing the author(s), organization(s) and their internal links and the abstract content (\abstract{<abstract_content>}).
[21]
A description of each author includes seven parameters, of which 1-3 and 5 are mandatory, others may be absent.
Here <suffix> -name suffix, e.g., Jr., Esc. and the like.
[22]
The description of each organization consists of five parameters, all of them except the fourth one, are mandatory, for example, [24] The number of authors, which is used by template for putting commas correctly, is defined during the first translation and saved in the .aux file. A warning message appears on the screen and in the .log file with the request to repeat translation. Double translation is also necessary if the number of authors in the editing process was changed, though in this case the warning is not generated.
[25]
Numbers of reference links to affiliations should be in ascending mode, i.e. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, but not 1, 3, 2, 4. Repeating of reference already used is possible, e.g. 1, 2, 2, 3, 4, 1. See also the sample above.
[26]
Basic and alternative addresses should be placed in the same order as in the authors' string. This is checked during the translation and warning is issued.
[27]
Addresses of alternative affiliations should start with Also at, Formerly at, On leave from, and the like, as an author wishes.
[28] Please look at the sample above. If the same affiliation is mentioned as a basic one (for the author Second) and as an alternative one (for the author Fourth) it should appear twice in the list of affiliations, the second time starting with Also at.
3 Some complexity of the structure of the block is caused by the necessity to transfer the set of semantic elements and quantitative characteristics (number of authors, organizations, etc.) to the T E Xengine. The T E X engine does not allow to provide character-wise analysis, moreover, the system does not work with arrays. In the process of interpreting the input stream, we need, on the one hand, to ensure independent processing of input (semantic) elements, without which it is impossible to construct a valid jobname.xml file, on the other -formatted grammatically correct strings (with the correct punctuation) before these strings will be converted to an output stream. This problem can be solved by the two-step translation. At the first step the basic syntactic structure is determined by the analysis of input parameters, which are written then into jobname.aux file, at the second step, with the use of T E X registers, semantically and syntactically correct line of authors, organizations, string citation lists of referred literature, etc. are formed.
[29]
The \abstract{<abstract_text>} command is the mandatory component of the title page. At least the empty \abstract{} command should appear if the article has no abstract. It is necessary because this command starts the process of converting input to output and the formation of the title page. At the same time all other page elements are generated "behind the screen" using the data defined in the preamble.
Floats [30]
Floating objects (floats in L A T E X2 terms) are elements of articles, not having a fixed point in the text. Place of their appearance is determined by the program in the translation process in accordance with the algorithm implemented in the used class or package. The main float environments in the current version of SimpleT E XML are figures, tables, and panels.
[31]
In-text references to Figure 1 and Figures 1 and 2 should be marked up as \figref{1} and \figrefs{1 and 2) or \figrefs{1, 2}.
[32]
In-text references to Table 1 and Tables 1 and 2 should be marked up as \tabref{1} and \tabrefs{1 and 2) or \tabrefs{1, 2}.
[33]
In-text references to Plate 1 and Plates 1 and 2 should be marked up as \plaref{1} and \plarefs{1 and 2) or \plarefs{1, 2}.
[34]
The value in curly brackets for the expressions of the type Figure 2a , Table 3b , use only the digital part number, i.e. \figref{2}a and \tabref{3}b, since it is the numeric part of numbers used by the appropriate macro to generate pairs "anchor-target".
[35]
Graphic files should be named in the order they are mentioned in the text, for example, f01, f02, etc. The full name of the graphic file can be arbitrary, but it is recommended to use \paperid command of the preamble as the prefix in graphics name. That is, the full name of the graphic file in the description, for example, the second figure of the article should be \setimage{<x-bias>} {<y-bias>}{<width>}{<height>}{2010nz000062-f02} for \paperid{2010NZ000062}. In addition to the name of the graphic file is required at least one of the options or <width> or <height>.
[36]
The sample of figure description is given below: 
Hyperlinks
In-text hyperlinks [37] Hyperlinks inserted in the text must be verified not only for the correctness of their syntax, but also on the efficiency, i.e. they should be checked for compliance DOI or URL address of the calling document. The main command for hyperlinks -\href{<URL_address>} {<anchor_text>}, for example, \href{http://onznews.wdcb.ru}{Vestnik ONZ RAN}.
[38] Sample 1.
Initial text fragment, e.g.
... Dr. So-and-so published in Vestnik ONZ RAN the article explaining... with a working hyperlink from the PDF file to a specified address. In case when the string <target_address> is too 4 Colored frames of internal and external hyperlinks are displayed when viewing this PDF file on the computer screen. It is suppressed while printing. long and translator can not break it correctly the command \href{}{} become more preferred. In this case the first argument (URL address or DOI index) remains unchanged, which is necessary to guarantee working hyperlink, while a forced break may be included into the second argument (<anchor_text>), the latter appears after translation in the PDF text and will be seen as, "...AIRS data of the AQUA satellite (see http://mirador.gsfc.nasa.gov/cgibin/mirador/presentNavigation.pl?tree=project&project= AIRS&CGISESSID=cafeec90b5ebf0b0574ad3505419ea62)..."
DOI-based hyperlinks [42] Following the CrossRef recommendations DOI-based in-text hyperlink is composed of two parts: DOI Resolver's address (http://dx.doi.org/) and DOI index, i.e. for the DOI index 10.2205/2010NZ000062 corresponding URL will be http://dx.doi.org/10.2205/2010NZ000062. [43] Hyperlinks in the reference section to external objects with assigned DOIs are composed using a few special commands (see next section).
The List of References [44] In-text reference to the item in the List of References, for example, ...as shown in the work [Mitkin, 2000] [--<last_page>] Non-mandatory parameters are inside square brackets. [47] Once the list of references has been prepared (see the example the List of References marked up for this article in Table 1 .), You must select it fragments used to construct the meta-description of articles on the translation stage. To do this, use the list of reference markups:
If reference item includes DOI index it will be enough to markup only DOI index, as shown below.
Marking up hyperlinks to publications with DOI indices
• \nbdoi{<DOI_index>} -for indices with no math symbols like (<, >), and characters having special meaning in the T E X publishing system. The reference [Mitkin et al., 2000] shows this case. The string in the marked up text looks like doi:\nbdoi{10.1111/j. 1751-908X.2000.tb00774.x}.
• \brdoi{<DOI_first_fragment>} {<DOI_second_fragment>} -for indices with no math symbols and special characters, if they are too long and translator can't break them correctly. The reference [Plyusnina et al., 2000] shows this case. The string in the marked up text looks like doi:\brdoi{10.1016/S0883-}{2927(99)00092-X}.
• \tagdoi{<first_fragment>}{<second_fragment>} {<third_fragment>} -for indices with math and special symbols. In this case unchanged DOI index of the cited document is used as the <first_fragment> of the command, while the text used as the anchor is put to the <second_fragment> and to the <third_fragment> if necessary to break target string. Symbols "<" and ">" in <anchor_text> should be replaced with $<$ and $>$ correspondingly, or with \textless and \textgreater. The reference [Hildebrand, 1991] 
